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4.2 General coding/multiplexing of TrCHs
This section only applies to the transport channels: DCH, RACH, DSCH, USCH, BCH, FACH and PCH. Other
transport channels which do not use the general method are described separately below.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall concept of transport-channel coding and multiplexing. Data arrives to the
coding/multiplexing unit in form of transport block sets, once every transmission time interval. The transmission time
interval is transport-channel specific from the set {5 ms(*1), 10 ms, 20 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms}.

Note: (*1) may be applied for PRACH for 1.28 Mcps TDD

The following coding/multiplexing steps can be identified:

- add CRC to each transport block (see subclause 4.2.1);

- TrBk concatenation / Code block segmentation (see subclause 4.2.2);

- channel coding (see subclause 4.2.3) ;

- radio frame size equalization (see subclause 4.2.4);

- interleaving (two steps, see subclauses 4.2.5 and 4.2.10);

- radio frame segmentation (see subclause 4.2.6);

- rate matching (see subclause 4.2.7);

- multiplexing of transport channels (see subclause 4.2.8);

- bit scrambling (see subclause 4.2.9);

- physical channel segmentation (see subclause 4.2.10);

- sub-frame segmentation(see subclause 4.2.12 only for 1.28Mcps TDD)

- mapping to physical channels (see subclause 4.2.13).

The coding/multiplexing steps for uplink and downlink are shown in figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Transport channel multiplexing structure for uplink and downlink for 3.84Mcps TDD
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Figure 2: Transport channel multiplexing structure for uplink and downlink of 1.28Mcps TDD
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2 References
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[10] 3GPP TS 25.224: "Physical layer procedures (TDD)".

[11] 3GPP TS 25.225: "Measurements".

[12] 3GPP TS 25.331: "RRC Protocol Specification".

[13] 3GPP TS 25.308: "High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA): Overall
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[14]                      ITU-T Recommendation X.691 (12/97) "Information technology - ASN.1 encoding
rules: Specification of Packed Encoding Rules (PER)".
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3.3 Abbreviations
For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply:

<ACRONYM> <Explanation>
ARQ Automatic Repeat on Request
BCH Broadcast Channel
BER Bit Error Rate
BS Base Station
BSS Base Station Subsystem
CBR Constant Bit Rate
CCCH Common Control Channel
CCTrCH Coded Composite Transport Channel
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
CFN Connection Frame Number
CQI Channel Quality Indicator
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
DCA Dynamic Channel Allocation
DCCH Dedicated Control Channel
DCH Dedicated Channel
DL Downlink
DRX Discontinuous Reception
DSCH Downlink Shared Channel
DTX Discontinuous Transmission
FACH Forward Access Channel
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
FEC Forward Error Control
FER Frame Error Rate
GF Galois Field
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest
HS-DSCH High Speed Downlink Shared Channel
HS-PDSCH High Speed Physical Downlink Shared Channel
HS-SCCH Shared Control Channel for HS-DSCH
HS-SICH Shared Information Channel for HS-DSCH
JD Joint Detection
L1 Layer 1
L2 Layer 2
LLC Logical Link Control
MA Multiple Access
MAC Medium Access Control
MS Mobile Station
MT Mobile Terminated
NRT Non-Real Time
OVSF Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor
PC Power Control
PCCC Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Code
PCH Paging Channel
PhCH Physical Channel
PI Paging Indicator (value calculated by higher layers)
Pq Paging Indicator (indicator set by physical layer)
QoS Quality of Service
QPSK Quaternary Phase Shift Keying
RACH Random Access Channel
RF Radio Frequency
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RLC Radio Link Control
RMF Recommended Modulation Format
RRC Radio Resource Control
RRM Radio Resource Management
RSC Recursive Systematic Convolutional Coder
RT Real Time
RTBS Recommended Transport Block Size
RU Resource Unit
RV Redundancy Version
SCCC Serial Concatenated Convolutional Code
SCH Synchronization Channel
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
TCH Traffic channel
TDD Time Division Duplex
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
TFC Transport Format Combination
TFCI Transport Format Combination Indicator
TFRC                   Transport Format Resouce Combination
TFRI Transport Format Resouce Indicator
TPC Transmit Power Control
TrBk Transport Block
TrCH Transport Channel
TTI Transmission Time Interval
UE User Equipment
UL Uplink
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
USCH Uplink Shared Channel
UTRA UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
VBR Variable Bit Rate
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4.2.7.2 Bit separation and collection for rate matching

The systematic bits of turbo encoded TrCHs shall not be punctured, the other bits may be punctured. The
systematic bits, first parity bits, and second parity bits in the bit sequence input to the rate matching block
are therefore separated into three sequences.

The first sequence contains:

- All of the systematic bits that are from turbo encoded TrCHs.

- From 0 to 2 first and/or second parity bits that are from turbo encoded TrCHs. These bits come into
the first sequence when the total number of bits in a block after radio frame segmentation is not a
multiple of three.

- Some of the systematic, first parity and second parity bits that are for trellis termination.

The second sequence contains:

- All of the first parity bits that are from turbo encoded TrCHs, except those that go into the first
sequence when the total number of bits is not a multiple of three.

- Some of the systematic, first parity and second parity bits that are for trellis termination.

The third sequence contains:

- All of the second parity bits that are from turbo encoded TrCHs, except those that go into the first
sequence when the total number of bits is not a multiple of three.

- Some of the systematic, first parity and second parity bits that are for trellis termination.

The second and third sequences shall be of equal length, whereas the first sequence can contain from 0 to 2
more bits. Puncturing is applied only to the second and third sequences.

The bit separation function is transparent for uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs, and for
turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition. The bit separation and bit collection are illustrated in figures 5 and 6.
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y1ik
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Figure 5: Puncturing of turbo encoded TrCHs
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Figure 6: Rate matching for uncoded TrCHs, convolutionally encoded TrCHs,
and for turbo encoded TrCHs with repetition

The bit separation is dependent on the 1st interleaving and offsets are used to define the separation for
different TTIs. b indicates the three sequences defined in this section, with b=1 indicating the first
sequence, b = 2 the second one, and b = 3 the third one.

The offsets αb for these sequences are listed in table 6.

Table 6: TTI dependent offset needed for bit separation

TTI (ms) α1 α2 α3

5, 10, 40 0 1 2
20, 80 0 2 1

The bit separation is different for different radio frames in the TTI. A second offset is therefore needed.

The radio frame number for TrCH i is denoted by ni. and the offset by 
inβ .

Table 7: Radio frame dependent offset needed for bit separation

TTI (ms) β0 β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 β6 β7

5, 10 0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
20 0 1 NA NA NA NA NA NA
40 0 1 2 0 NA NA NA NA
80 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1
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4.5.4.4 HARQ bit collection

The HARQ bit collection is achieved using a rectangular interleaver of size row colN N× .

The number of rows and columns are determined from:

4=rowN  for 16QAM and 2=rowN  for QPSK

rowdatacol NNN /=

where Ndata is used as defined in 4.5.4.3 above.

Data is written into the interleaver column by column, and read out of the interleaver column by column,
starting from the first column.

Nt,sys is the number of transmitted systematic bits. Intermediate values Nr and Nc are calculated using:









=

col

syst
r N

N
N ,

 and colrsystc NNNN ⋅−= , .

If Nc = 0 and Nr > 0, the systematic bits are written into rows 1…Nr.

Otherwise systematic bits are written into rows 1…Nr+1 in the first Nc columns and, if Nr > 0, also into
rows 1…Nr in the remaining Ncol-Nc columns.

The remaining space is filled with parity bits. The parity bits are written column wise into the remaining
rows of the respective columns. Parity 1 and 2 bits are written in alternating order, starting with a parity 2
bit in the first available column with the lowest index number.

In the case of 16QAM for each column the bits are read out of the interleaver in the order row 1, row 2, row
3, row 4. In the case of QPSK for each column the bits are read out of the interleaver in the order row1,
row2.
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4.5.8 Physical channel mapping for HS-DSCH

The HS-PDSCH is defined in [7]. The bits input to the physical channel mapping are denoted by r1, r2, ...,
rR, where R is the number of physical channel bits in the allocation for the current TTI. These bits are
mapped to the physical channel bits, {wt,p,j : t = 1, 2, ..., T; p = 1, 2, ..., C; j = 1, 2, ..., Ut}, where t is the
timeslot index, T is the number of timeslots in the allocation message, p is the physical channel index, C is
the number of codes per timeslot in the allocation message, j is the physical channel bit index and Ut is the
number of bits per physical channel in timeslot t. The timeslot index, t, increases with increasing timeslot
number; the physical channel index, p, increases with increasing channelisation code index, and the
physical channel bit index, j, increases with increasing physical channel bit position in time.

The bits rk shall be mapped to the PhCHs according to the following rule :

Define {yt,k : k = 1, 2, ..., C·Ut} to be the set of bits to be transmitted in timeslot t as follows :

kk ry =,1 for k = 1, 2, ..., C·U1

1,2 UCkk ry ⋅+= for k = 1, 2, ..., C·U2

…

∑
= −

=
+

1

1

, T

t
tUCk

kT ry  for k = 1, 2, ..., C·UT

When the modulation level applied to the physical channels is 16- QAM :

The physical channel p used to transmit the kth bit in the sequence yt,k is :

1mod
4

1 +



 −= C
k

p

If p is odd then :

ktjpt yw ,,, =  where 14mod)1(
4

1
4 +−+





⋅
−⋅= k
C

k
j

If p is even then :

ktjpt yw ,,, =  where 4mod)1(3
4

1
4 −+−





⋅
−⋅−= k
C

k
Uj t

Otherwise, when the modulation level applied to the physical channels is QPSK :

The physical channel p used to transmit the kth bit in the sequence yt,k is :

( ) 1mod1 +−= Ckp

If p is odd then :

ktjpt yw ,,, = where 1
1 +



 −=

C

k
j

If p is even then :
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kyjpt yw ,,, = ktjpt yw ,,, = where 
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k
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4.6 Coding/Multiplexing for HS-SCCH
The following information, provided by higher layers, is transmitted by means of the HS-SCCH physical
channel.

- Channelisation-code-set information (8 bits): xccs,1, xccs,2, …, xccs,8

- Time slot information (n bits where n = 5 for 1.28 Mcps TDD and n = 13 for 3.84 Mcps TDD):
xts,1, xts,2, …, xts,n

- Modulation scheme information (1 bit): xms,1

- Transport-block size information (m bits where m = 6 for 1.28 Mcps TDD and m = 9 for 3.84 Mcps
TDD):
xtbs,1, xtbs,2, …, xtbs,m

- Hybrid-ARQ process information (3 bits): xhap,1, xhap,2, xhap,3

- Redundancy version information (3 bits): xrv,1, xrv,2,xrv,3

- New data indicator (1 bit): xnd,1

- HS-SCCH cyclic sequence number (3 bits): xhcsn,1, xhcsn,2, xhcsn,3

- UE identity (16 bits): xue,1, xue,2, …, xue,16

The following coding/multiplexing steps can be identified:

- multiplexing of HS-SCCH information (see subclause 4.6.2)

- CRC attachment (see subclause 4.6.3);

- channel coding (see subclause 4.6.4);

- rate matching (see subclause 4.6.5);

- interleaving for HS-SCCH (see subclause 4.6.6);

- mapping to physical channels (see subclauses 4.6.7 and 4.6.8).

The general coding/multiplexing flow is shown in Figure 18c.
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Figure 18c Coding and Multiplexing for HS-SCCH
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4.6.1.6 UE identity

The UE identity is the HS-DSCH Radio Network Identifier (H-RNTI) defined in [12]. This is mapped such
that xue,1 corresponds to the MSB and xue,16 to the LSB, cf. [14].
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